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Security Operations 
and Analytics Platform

Establish a 
More Intelligent 
Security Program

TC Complete™ includes all of the features ThreatConnect® has to offer – allowing for 
informed decision-making based on the power of your organization’s threat intelligence. For 
the first time, you can orchestrate your security processes, analyze your data, and proactively 
hunt threats in one central place. Like ThreatConnect’s other products, TC Complete is built 
on the ThreatConnect Platform – providing not only the ability to orchestrate your security 
functions, but also the confidence that you are basing your decisions and tasks on vetted, 
relevant threat intelligence.

GAIN VISIBILITY  
Explore who is attacking your organization and how

öö Aggregate and normalize threat data from any source

öö View how often indicators are observed, how 
relevant they are, and more with ThreatConnect’s 
Collective Analytics Layer

öö Easily see Platform ratings, team votes, and false 
positive counts per indicator or incident

MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY  
Make your analysts’ lives easier

öö Create automated, configurable Playbooks in a single 
click – no coding needed

öö Automate nearly any security operation or task, such as sending 
alerts, enriching data, or assigning tasks to your team

öö Time consuming tasks are reduced from hours or 
days to seconds

TAKE CONTROL  
Configure the platform for your exact need

öö Proactively hunt threats in your network

öö Build custom apps and Spaces using ThreatConnect’s three 
software development kits (SDKs)

öö Customize indicators, attributes, import rules, and more

öö Create private communities for secure, 
role-based collaboration

TC COMPLETE™

Distributed in ANZ by:

www.emtdist.com

Request
Demo

https://www.emtdist.com/demos-by-emt
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About ThreatConnect®

ThreatConnect arms organizations with a powerful defense against cyber threats and the confidence to make strategic business decisions. Built on the industry ’s 
only intelligence-driven, extensible security platform, ThreatConnect provides a suite of products designed to meet the threat intelligence aggregation, analysis and 
automation needs of security teams at any maturity level. More than 1,600 companies and agencies worldwide deploy the ThreatConnect platform to fully integrate 
their security technologies, teams, and processes with relevant threat intelligence resulting in reduced detection to response time and enhanced asset protection.
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WHY THREATCONNECT?

In TC Complete, Threat 
Intelligence flows through 
every aspect of your security 
program; your entire 
team is connected to the 
intelligence, each other, and 
the tools; and a feedback 
loop from the people and 
tools is built-in to constantly 
improve the intelligence. 
And, analytics are constantly 
being brought to bear in 
the entire process to enable 
sound, fast decision-making.
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Find Threats,  
Evaluate Risk, and 
Mitigate Harm  
to Your Organization

The ThreatConnect Platform was specifically designed to help you understand 
adversaries, automate workflows, and mitigate threats faster using threat intelligence. 
With TC Complete, you have a central place to manage all of your security operations 
and analytics – from orchestration to data enrichment to task management and more. 
Using a single platform you are able to quickly add context to your data, take actions 
with your defensive tools, and make faster, more informed decisions about your 
organization’s security.
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